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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
CPP 17 – Finixa Cabine Protect peelable 17l
Description:
Waterbased peelable white impregnated coating, used on spraybooths walls, easy and quickly to
remove.
Specifications:








Thick white layers
Strong, easy to peel off film with a good resistance to most overspray.
The thicker the final film, the easier to peel off.
thixotropic, minimizes tear formation, stirring the product before spraying will lower the viscosity
and makes application easier.
Not flamable, No toxic risk
Application roller/spraygun/airless/airmix can be cleaned with water without the use of solvents.
Economic

How to use:
The surface has to be smooth, cleaned before use, and may NOT be poreus or rusted.
To spray with airless, air mix, pressure tank or spraygun.
Use with spraygun:
Use a needle with 2.5mm diameter, if viscosity is still too thick, dilute with max 3% water.
First use, minimum spray 3 layers. Afterwards when dirty, overspray with 2 additional layers and
repeat this whenever necessary.
ADVICE : 10 layers are easier to peel off than 5.
Coverage:
2 layers of coating should give a thickness of +-0.1mm and covers approx. 5-6m² per liter/layer.
Drying time : +- 2-3 hours at good air circulation and normal roomtemperature (20°C)
Storage and shelflife:
Product needs to be proctected from freezing. Under these circumstances the product can be
preserved 2 years after productiondate.

The above information is given in good faith, but the user should assure himself that the performance of the product is
sufficient for his application. The quoted values are average and should not be taken as maximum or minimum values for
specific purposes. Chemicar Europe cannot be held responsible for product failure unless full testing has been carried out. The
client has to decide on the products suitability for their own applications.
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